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1. Introduction

Photoacidity, the property of light-absorbing molecules that
are more acidic in the excited electronic state than in the
ground state, has been a long standing subject of research.[1–10]

Photoacids are known to donate a proton in aqueous solu-
tions, or even in less polar solvents in the case of enhanced
photoacids, where electron-withdrawing groups, such as
cyano, sulfonate or perfluoroalkylsulfonyl groups, have been
introduced.[7] The mechanism of the excited-state proton trans-
fer (ESPT) to water, which typically occurs with relatively slow
pace on time scales of tens to hundreds of picoseconds,[6] re-
mains unclear. Several models for the molecular origins of pho-
toacidity have been proposed in which either the optically ac-
cessible excited state is directly responsible for the photoacidi-
ty [two-state charge-transfer (CT) model ; Figure 1 a] or level
crossing to electronic states with different degrees of acidity
are involved [three-state locally excited charge-transfer (LE-CT)
model, Figure 1 b, and three-state excited-state hydrogen-
transfer ESHT model, Figure 1 c].

Traditionally the nature of the acidity of the photoacid
S1 state has been ascribed to intramolecular charge transfer
from the nonbonding orbital of the hydroxyl oxygen to the ar-
omatic ring p* orbital.[11–15] The Coulombic repulsion between
the partial positive charge on the O atom and the H atom is
then considered to lead to the enhanced acidity in the S1 state.
In this picture the excited state proton transfer dynamics, con-
trolled by barrier crossing, is described by a two-state model
(Figure 1 a), where an optically excited photoacid state con-
verts into an excited conjugated photobase upon proton
transfer.[16–26]

A second model invokes the occurrence of and the internal
conversion between nearby lying electronic excited levels of

the photoacid (Figure 1 b). Typically two spectroscopically ac-
cessible states can be reached for aromatic molecules upon
electronic excitation, either with light polarized along the
through-bond axis (1Lb state) or along the through-atom axis
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We investigate with femtosecond mid-infrared spectroscopy the
vibrational-mode characteristics of the electronic states involved
in the excited-state dynamics of pyranine (HPTS) that ultimately
lead to efficient proton (deuteron) transfer in H2O (D2O). We also
study the methoxy derivative of pyranine (MPTS), which is similar
in electronic structure but does not have the photoacidity proper-
ty. We compare the observed vibrational band patterns of MPTS
and HPTS after electronic excitation in the solvents : deuterated
dimethylsulfoxide, deuterated methanol and H2O/D2O, from
which we conclude that for MPTS and HPTS photoacids the first

excited singlet state appears to have charge-transfer (CT) proper-
ties in water within our time resolution (150 fs), whereas in
aprotic dimethylsulfoxide the photoacid appears to be in a non-
polar electronic excited state, and in methanol (less polar and
less acidic than water) the behaviour is intermediate between
these two extremes. For the fingerprint vibrations we do not ob-
serve dynamics on a time scale of a few picoseconds, and with
our results obtained on the O�H stretching vibration we argue
that the dynamic behaviour observed in previous UV/Vis pump–
probe studies is likely to be related to solvation dynamics.

Figure 1. Different models used to explain the excited state reaction dynamics
of photoacids : two-state model (a); the three-state model with nonadiabatic
crossing between the LE(1Lb) and CT(1La) states (b) ; the excited-state hydrogen
transfer model with 1pp* and 1ps* levls involved (c) ; and the strongly coupled
adiabatic evolution between strongly mixed 1Lb and 1La states (d).
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(1La state), see also Figure 2. For aromatic molecular systems
such as indoles,[27–33] tryptophane,[34] or pyrene derivatives[35] in-
ternal conversion between these 1Lb and 1La levels has been
suggested in the interpretations. For 1-naphthol[36, 37] the 1Lb!
1La transition is considered to be the ESPT-determining
step[9, 38, 39] In contrast, in a recent combined experimental/theo-
retical study of ESPT of pyranine[40–42] the rate determining step
is not the conversion from the optically accessible locally excit-
ed (LE) state (or alternatively the 1Lb state), to the second pho-
toacid electronic excited n–p* CT state (or 1La state), but the
transition of the photoacid CT to photobase CT states.

A third model, where rather excited state hydrogen transfer
(ESHT) is supposed to occur[43, 44] (Figure 1 c), has recently
emerged from excited-state dynamics studies of gas-phase
phenol clustered with ammonia or water molecules.[10] In this
model it is argued that due to a level crossing between the ini-
tially excited 1pp* state and a 1ps* state a migration of an
electron occurs from the photoacid to the solvent, followed by
the proton of the hydroxyl group, with a net transfer of a hy-
drogen atom as a result. Modelling photoacidity as ESHT has
also been used to explain an experiment where donor and ac-
ceptor groups are connected through a wire of ammonia mol-
ecules.[45] A conical intersection of the 1ps* state with the S0

state leads to an efficient internal conversion pathway for
phenol–ammonia clusters. Net proton transfer on the other
hand should involve at least one more step with an electron
back-transfer to the photoacid, producing the photobase and
solvated proton as separate species.

Herein, we investigate the excited state photoacidic proper-
ties of pyranine (8-hydroxy-1,3,6-trisulfonate pyrene; HPTS) in
liquid solution (see Figure 2). In Figure 3, the electronic absorp-
tion and emission spectra of HPTS are shown for the solvents
dimethylsulfoxide, methanol and water. In particular for water,

mirror symmetry between the absorption and emission bands
of HPTS is absent, hinting at strong rearrangements in the ex-
cited state. A solvatochromic study of HPTS in a variety of sol-
vents has been performed where the absorption and emission
frequency shifts were interpreted assuming excitation and
emission from a single electronic state.[46] In another study of
solvatochromic properties of absorption and emission bands
of HPTS[41] and the time-resolved UV-pump/Vis-probe study[40]

by Thran-Thi et al. , the conclusion has been drawn that the ob-
served features can be explained by the three-state LE-CT
model, with the LE(1Lb)!CT(1La) state inversion taking place
with a time constant of about 2 ps. Our approach is to charac-
terise the nature of the excited electronic states by inspection
of the associated infrared-active vibrations with time-resolved
spectroscopy. We present results obtained with femtosecond
mid-infrared spectroscopy on HPTS dissolved in water, deuter-
ated water, deuterated methanol (CD3OD; MeOD) and deuter-
ated dimethylsulfoxide ([D6]DMSO). These solvents have been
chosen since a) [D6]DMSO is only a hydrogen acceptor, where-
as MeOD and H2O/D2O are both hydrogen aceptors and
donors; b) proton–deuteron transfer only occurs in H2O/D2O
and not in MeOD. We thus explore not only the level structure
of the singlet excited states but also the intricacies related to

Figure 2. Molecular structures for MPTS and HPTS (shown in the up- and
down-conformations). The direction of excitation to 1Lb and 1La states in the
case of naphthalene are also indicated.

Figure 3. Electronic absorption and emission spectra of HPTS and MPTS in di-
methylsulfoxide, methanol and water.
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hydrogen bonding. We excite HPTS either close to the elec-
tronic origin around 400 nm or with vibrational excess energy
at 350 nm. From this we estimate the importance of possible
contributions of the LE(1Lb) and CT(1La) states to the observed
electronic absorption bands and related dynamics. We report
the transient infrared bands of the photoacid, and their associ-
ated dynamics under the different excitation conditions. For
comparison we also investigate the dynamics of 8-methoxy-
1,3,6-trisulfonate pyrene (MPTS) in the same solvents (Figures 2
and 3). MPTS is very similar to HPTS from an electronic struc-
tural point of view (same level structure and similar energet-
ics). In addition, possible hydrogen-bonding dynamics are ex-
pected to be similar at the sulfonate side groups. However, the
difference between MPTS and HPTS lies in the photoacidity
property only present for the latter compound. From this com-
parison we can derive possible contributions to the observed
transients by hydrogen-bonding dynamics at either the sulfo-
nate or the hydroxyl groups.

Experimental Section

In the femtosecond mid-infrared experiments we used 15–20 mm

solutions of HPTS (pyranine, or 8-hydroxy-1,3,6-trisulfonate pyrene,
Aldrich) or of MPTS (8-methoxy-1,3,6-trisulfonate pyrene; Fluka) in
D2O, CD3OD, (CD3)2SO (Deutero, 99.8 % deuteration grade) when
exciting in the electronic origin at 400 nm. We used a concentra-
tion of 30–40 mm when exciting in the wing of the electronic
band at 350 nm. We excited a 100 mm thick jet or a home-built ro-
tating sample cell consisting of 1 mm thick CaF2 windows with a
100 mm thick teflon spacer containing the sample solutions with
the second harmonic of a home built 1 kHz amplified Ti:sapphire
laser system (wavelength 400 nm, pulse duration 55 fs, energy 3–
7 mJ, spot diameter 200 mm) or with pulses centred at 350 nm
(pulse duration 50 fs, energy 1–3 mJ, same spot diameter) generat-
ed by sum-frequency mixing of the fundamental with visible
pulses obtained with a noncollinear parametric amplifier.[47] Tuna-
ble mid-infrared probe pulses of 100–150 fs duration were gener-
ated by difference frequency mixing of signal and idler pulses from
a near-infrared optical parametric amplifier.[48] After spectral disper-
sion with a polychromator the probe pulses were detected by a
multichannel detector for the mid-IR. The whole pump–probe
setup was purged with nitrogen gas to avoid spectral and tempo-
ral reshaping of the mid-IR pulse by the absorption of water
vapour in the air. The time resolution was determined to be 120–
140 fs based on cross-correlation measurements between UV-
pump/IR-probe pulses and on estimations of group velocity mis-
match between the UV and IR pulses. At intense excitation condi-
tions often a strong transient absorbance signal due to multipho-
ton absorption effects was observed, decaying with a time con-
stant of about 300 fs. Since this multiphoton-induced signal ap-
pears to be frequency-independent, effectively leading to a float-
ing baseline, we were in this case also able to detect the narrow
spectral features of the transient infrared-active vibrations as early
as 100–150 fs.
In order to interpret the experimental results, we performed theo-
retical calculations of vibrational spectra at optimised structures for
HPTS (in photoacid and in conjugated photobase forms) and for
MPTS. We applied density functional theory [B3LYP/6-31 + G(d,p)]
methods as implemented in Gaussian 98.[49]

2. Experimental Results

2.1 Ground-State Vibrational Spectra of MPTS and HPTS
Photoacids and Photobases

In Figures 4 and 5 we compare the experimental IR spectra of
MPTS and of HPTS in H2O/D2O with the calculated ground-

Figure 4. Comparison of the calculated and experimental fingerprint IR-active
bands of MPTS in the electronic ground state. The spectral range of 900–
1280 cm�1 was measured in H2O, and 1250–1750 cm�1 in D2O. The experimen-
tal and theoretical band intensities in the frequency range of 1280–1750 cm�1

have been expanded by a factor of four.

Figure 5. Comparison of the calculated and experimental fingerprint IR-active
bands of the HPTS photoacid in the electronic ground state. The spectral range
of 900–1280 cm�1 was measured in H2O, and 1250–1750 cm�1 in D2O. The ex-
perimental and theoretical band intensities in the frequency range of 1280–
1750 cm�1 have been expanded by a factor of four.
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state spectra (see also Table 1). Note that the calculated IR
band pattern shows marked intensity variations depending on
the HPTS conformer as given by the relative orientation of the
hydroxy group with respect to the aromatic ring. The calcula-
tions indicate a small energy difference between the two con-
formers of about 75 cm�1, with the up-conformer being the
more stable one. The relative stability of the two conformers
will probably be solvent dependent, but we expect that both

conformers will be present in significant amounts in all sol-
vents used in the experiments. In addition we show the IR
spectra for the conjugate photobase of HPTS in Figure 6, that
has been measured in a solution of HPTS in 0.02 m NaOH.
From the calculations we learn that the following grouping of
bands in the fingerprint region can be made. The vibrational
transitions of modes involved in motions of the sulfonate
groups are found between 950–1100 cm�1 (Ar�SO3

� stretching
modes) and between 1100–
1250 cm�1 (S�O stretching
modes). These modes do not
change their characteristics sig-
nificantly when the HPTS photo-
acid converts into the conjugate
photobase. Modes predominant-
ly involving aromatic ring defor-
mations, and modes where the
C�O stretching and aromatic
ring deformation vibrations par-
ticipate are found in the range
of 1250–1650 cm�1. From the
calculations we learn that no iso-
lated C�O stretching vibration
occurs for the HPTS photoacid,
and the same applies for the
photobase. However, since a
transition from photoacid to
photobase due to proton trans-
fer is accompanied by a change
in the electronic charge distribu-
tion, the vibrational transitions
due to modes with C�O stretch-
ing content will change in the
frequency position and absorp-
tion cross-section.[50, 51] This is
most pronounced when compar-
ing the IR spectra of the ground-
state HPTS photoacid and pho-
tobase in the frequency range
between 1450–1600 cm�1.

Despite a rescaling of the cal-
culated frequencies an entirely
satisfying correspondence be-
tween experiment and theory
cannot be reached for all transi-
tions. The reason for that lies in
the frequency changes induced
by hydrogen bonding, where vi-
brational motions involving
either the sulfonate or the hy-
droxy groups will be affected
when a hydrogen bond is
formed with the solvent, where-
as vibrational modes that com-
prise aromatic ring nuclear mo-
tions only are expected to
remain relatively unchanged.

Table 1. Calculated frequencies of the infrared-active fingerprint vibrations of HPTS and MPTS in the photoacid
(two conformers) and photobase forms.

Assignment[a] HPTS
photoacid
up-form[b]

HPTS
photoacid
down-form[c]

HPTS
photobase[d]

MPTS
up-form[e]

gCH 969

dS�O +dpyr 978 979 970[f] 978

dS�O +nC�S
+nC�O +dpyr

996, 1004 996, 1005 992, 1000 993, 1002

nC�S +dpyr
+nC�O

1039 1038 1037 1031

dpyr +nH3C�O
+nC�S

1099, 1170

dpyr +dCH
+dOH

1131 1135

dpyr +dCH 1153 1149 1130 1151

nS�O(ip) +dCH +dOH
and nS�O(oop) +gCH

1177–1217 1178–1221 1168–1186 1180–1218

dCH +dOH
+nS�O

1232 1228 1234

dCH +dOH 1260

dCH +dpyr +dOH 1241 1237, 1242 1203–1235 1246
nC�O +dCH
+dOH

1296 1318[f] 1287

npyr +dCH +dOH +nC�O 1355, 1337[f] 1357, 1343,
1397

1351, 1397

npyr +dCH
+dOH

1424 1438 1290–1456 1332, 1415,
1440

dCH3 1501

dCH3 +npyr 1493, 1519,
1537, 1544

npyr 1519, 1536 1521, 1538 1510, 1522

npyr +dOH/dCH3 1559, 1658 1554, 1629,
1660, 1605

1559

npyr +nC�O 1481,
1563–1646

1605, 1618,
1655

[a] d= in-plane (ip) deformation, g = out-of-plane (oop) deformation, n = stretching, pyr = pyrene. [b] E =

�2560.59484 a.u. [c] E =�2560.59450 a.u. (DE =++ 75 cm�1), OH twisted oop by 178. [d] E =�2559.79529 a.u.
(no dOH contributions). [e] E =�2599.89993 a.u. (no dOH contributions). [f] Weak band.
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This is clear when one inspects the experimental IR spectra of
MPTS and of the HPTS photoacids in the solvents [D6]DMSO,
MeOD and D2O in the range of 1250–1700 cm�1 (see Figure 7).
The vibrational transitions of MPTS only show minor solvent
shifts of at most 2–3 cm�1. Since only the vibrational modes of
MPTS involving the sulfonate groups will be affected by hydro-
gen bonding (with hydrogen donors such as methanol or
water), only these bands may have substantial solvent shifts.
The vibrational modes of the aromatic ring and/or methoxy

side group in MPTS will not change their characteristics due to
hydrogen bonding. This is different for HPTS, where besides
several vibrational bands of the sulfonate side groups also vi-
brational transitions, where the hydroxy group is involved
show substantial influence of the solvents used. In the case of
the HPTS photoacid the hydroxy group will form a hydrogen
bond with the hydrogen acceptor dimethylsulfoxide and in the
case of methanol and water either by hydrogen donating or
accepting with solvent molecules. For the HPTS photoacid
thus larger solvent-induced frequency shifts (as well as absorb-
ance changes) occur in the frequency range of 1250–
1700 cm�1, depending on the hydrogen-bonding capability of
the solvent. Care must thus be taken when interpreting sol-
vent-induced frequency shifts and band strengths in the time-
resolved experiments presented in the next section.

2.2 Transient Vibrational Dynamics of MPTS and HPTS
Photoacids after Electronic Excitation

We have investigated the response in the O�H stretching
region for HPTS in DMSO and in H2O (Figures 8–11). In the case
of DMSO we have observed a transient absorption band be-

Figure 6. Comparison of the calculated and experimental fingerprint IR-active
bands of the HPTS conjugated photobase in the electronic ground state. The
spectral range of 900–1280 cm�1 was measured in H2O, and 1250–1750 cm�1

in D2O.

Figure 7. Comparison of the experimental IR spectra of MPTS (a) and HPTS
photoacid (b) in the three solvents [D6]DMSO, MeOD and D2O.

Figure 8. Transient spectra of O�H stretching band of HPTS in DMSO/
[D6]DMSO (a) and in H2O (b) after excitation at 400 nm.

Figure 9. Transient spectra of O�H stretching band of HPTS in DMSO after exci-
tation at 400 nm showing the decrease in magnitude and small frequency up-
shift for longer pulse delays.
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tween 3300 and 3500 cm�1, that appears within time resolu-
tion. We assign this transient band to the O�H stretching band
of HPTS in the excited state. This absorption must be overlap-
ping with the O�H stretching band in the ground state in fre-
quency position. The absorption cross-section of the O�H
stretching band in the electronic excited state must be signifi-
cantly larger than that in the ground state, as we do not ob-
serve bleaching contributions in the transient response that
can be associated with the disappearance of ground state pop-
ulation. The transient band rearranges in shape, frequency po-
sition, and magnitude, with temporal components of 300�
200 fs, 4�2 ps and 150�50 ps (Figures 9 and 10). For HPTS in
H2O we cannot probe the opaque frequency region between
2850 and 3700 cm�1, where one would expect the O�H
stretching band of HPTS in the ground and excited states.
However, for frequencies below 2850 cm�1 we have detected a
transient absorbance, that decays in multiexponential fashion
with 300�200 fs and 3.0�1.5 ps time components at short
pulse delay (Figure 11), and long time behaviour that we can

fit with 90�30 and 200�50 ps components. The cut-off
around 2400 cm�1 is due to a bandpass filter we used to sup-
press unwanted idler light in the direction of our detector.

In Figure 12 we show the transient absorbance changes of
MPTS and HPTS in the fingerprint region in the three solvents
[D6]DMSO, MeOD and D2O 300 fs after electronic excitation.

These changes appear within our time resolution of 150 fs.
Negative contributions indicate bleach signals located at fre-
quencies of vibrational transitions of MPTS and HPTS in the
electronic ground state. Positive contributions are indicative of
vibrational transitions of MPTS/HPTS in the electronic excited
state reached within our time resolution. Typically for MPTS
and HPTS positive signals indicating vibrational transitions of
the electronic excited state are stronger than the bleach sig-
nals due to ground state vibrational bands. Within the first
tens of picoseconds no additional dynamics of the vibrational
bands of MPTS/HPTS in the electronic excited state are ob-
served.

The transient spectra show a solvent dependence for both
MPTS and HPTS (see Figure 12). Marked differences between
these transient spectra can be noted. In the case of MPTS and
HPTS the spectra obtained for [D6]DMSO clearly deviate from
those for D2O, with the case MeOD somewhere in between. In
particular, MPTS shows a broad band at 1353 cm�1 in
[D6]DMSO and MeOD, whereas in D2O a narrow band only is
present at 1375 cm�1. A band at 1452 cm�1 is present in
[D6]DMSO and MeOD, whereas this band appears to be absent
in D2O. On the other hand a vibrational transition at 1318 cm�1

is clearly visible in the spectrum obtained with D2O, which is

Figure 10. Band centre and band magnitude of the O�H stretching band of
HPTS in DMSO after excitation at 400 nm as function of the pulse delay.

Figure 11. Magnitude of the transient O�H stretching response of HPTS in H2O
after excitation at 400 nm as function of the pulse delay, showing the influence
of solvation dynamics at short times (a) and proton transfer and rotational dif-
fusion at longer times (b).

Figure 12. Transient IR absorbance changes after excitation at 400 nm recorded
at a 300-fs pulse delay of MPTS and HPTS dissolved in the three solvents
[D6]DMSO, MeOD and D2O.
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smaller in magnitude in MeOD, and fully absent in [D6]DMSO.
A band at 1516 cm�1 is observed in [D6]DMSO, in MeOD it is
upshifted to 1522 cm�1,and in D2O it appears at 1536 cm�1. A
strong IR-active transition at 1488 cm�1 appears in all solvents.

A similar solvent-dependent variation of the vibrational pat-
tern is observed in the same part of the fingerprint region for
HPTS. A band at 1288 cm�1 is only present in [D6]DMSO, a tran-
sition at 1380 cm�1 is observed in [D6]DMSO and MeOD and
not in D2O, bands at 1314 and 1415 cm�1 appear only in D2O.
A relatively strong IR-active transition at 1518 cm�1 in
[D6]DMSO appears to be shifted to 1525 cm�1 in MeOD and to
1546 cm�1 in D2O, revealing another transition at 1517 cm�1.
Again a band at 1488 cm�1 is present in all solvents.

In the case of [D6]DMSO and MeOD there is no evidence for
proton/deuteron transfer occuring within the electronic excit-
ed state lifetime of HPTS. This is in accord with HPTS being a
much weaker acid when in the electronic ground state, and
consequently also in the excited state in these solvents than in
the case of water. Any changes in signal strengths occuring on
longer time scales are the consequence of rotational diffusion.
The same applies for the recorded signals for MPTS in all three
solvents, where proton transfer is not possible. In contrast, for
HPTS proton (deuteron) transfer takes place with a time con-
stant of about 90 ps (250 ps) in H2O (D2O). As a result, the tran-
sient bands of the HPTS photoacid change their magnitude
not only because of rotational diffusion, but also because it
converts into the conjugate photobase, as indicated by an in-
growth of photobase bands. We have reported in a previous
acid–base neutralization study[50] how changes of the transient
spectrum of HPTS in the range around 1500 cm�1, where the
strongest bands of the excited state photoacid and photobase
species occur for the upper half of the fingerprint region, indi-
cate the transition from the photoacid to the photobase, when
a deuteron transfer to an accepting base takes place.

The transient spectra of HPTS in [D6]DMSO or D2O after exci-
tation at 350 nm recorded in the same range show basically
the solvent-dependent appearance of the same IR-active
bands within time resolution (Figure 13). The bands however
appear slightly red-shifted with a larger initial bandwidth. With
a time constant of 5–10 ps these bands blue-shift to the same
frequency position as observed when exciting HPTS in
[D6]DMSO or D2O at 400 nm, accompanied by a slight narrow-
ing. From pulse delays of 20 ps onwards the dynamics of these
bands are identical for both excitation wavelengths.

3. Discussion

3.1. Solvent-Dependent Vibrational-Mode Patterns of MPTS
and HPTS

Our results obtained on the response of the O�H stretching vi-
bration of HPTS in DMSO and in H2O (Figures 8–11) reveal two
important properties of the excited states of HPTS. It is well
known that the IR-active band of the O�H stretching oscillator
provides a direct probe of the strength of the hydrogen
bond.[52, 53] The larger the red-shift, accompanied by larger
broadening and larger cross-section, the stronger the hydro-

gen bond of the O�H group with hydrogen acceptors. In the
case of HPTS in the excited state dissolved in DMSO we ob-
serve an O�H stretching band that appears around 3400 cm�1,
typical for weak hydrogen bonds such as those in water, and
alcohols. We are able to observe this band only because of
higher IR cross-sections for the O�H stretching vibration in the
electronic excited than in the ground state of HPTS. This may
hint at an increase of hydrogen bond interaction of the photo-
acid upon electronic excitation. Interpretation of electronic-
state-dependent changes in vibrational cross-sections, howev-
er, have to be taken with care, as shown in a recent study of
hydrogen-bond interactions of a coumarin dye with phenol
molecules affected by electronic excitation of the coumarin
chromophore.[54] After appearance of the transient O�H
stretching band we observe a broadening and slight upshifting
of this band with 300�200 fs and 4�2 ps time constants. This
observation indicates a rearrangement of the hydrogen bond
of HPTS with the solvent DMSO molecules, that we ascribe to
solvation dynamics that is also expected to occur on these
time scales. The change in magnitude of the transient O�H
band with the long time component of 150�50 ps is caused
by rotational diffusion of HPTS.

In contrast, although we cannot probe the 2850–3700 cm�1

region because of absorbance of the solvent H2O, we do ob-
serve a transient response of HPTS in H2O at even lower fre-
quencies. We can assign the observed transient signal between
2400–2800 cm�1 to the O�H stretching frequency of HPTS in
the photoacid state because: a) no signal was observed in H2O
only (excluding transient absorption by species generated by
multiphoton absorption), and b) no signal was observed for
the case of MPTS. In particular the latter observation means
that no transient response of water molecules attached to the
sulfonate groups contributes in this frequency range. Instead
these water molecules form weak hydrogen bonds with the
sulfonate groups, having their response in the range of bulk
water around 3400 cm�1. In addition we can exclude a tran-
sient response of “hot” water molecules in the first solvation
shell that would be generated after vibrational energy dissipa-
tion from HPTS to the solvent. The reason for this is that “hot”
water molecules would exhibit a blue-shifted O�H stretching
response (as a consequence of a weakened hydrogen bond in
these “hot” molecules),[53] and a decrease of transient absorb-
ance would result in the low-frequency wing of the O�H
stretching band of water. In contrast we observe an increase of
transient response within time resolution and, thus, this signal
indicates the O�H stretching transition of HPTS in the electron-
ic excited state. This implies a significant enhancement of the
hydrogen bond strength of the O�H group of HPTS in H2O
compared to HPTS in DMSO, resulting in the occurrence of
medium-strong hydrogen bonds with more red-shifted O�H
stretching absorption.[52] This points at a change in electronic
structure of HPTS in water compared to the situation of HPTS
in DMSO. A mechanistic view of such a solvent mediated level
structure of HPTS has been considered by Tran-Thi et al. .[40, 41]

In this model a stronger acidity is expected in the CT(1La) state
of HPTS compared to photoacidity of the LE(1Lb) state, and a
stronger hydrogen bond is consistent with this picture.
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The magnitude of the response of the O�H stretching oscil-
lator of HPTS in H2O is observed to decay in a multiexponential
fashion. We ascribe again the 300�200 fs and 3.0�1.5 ps
components to solvent rearrangements affecting the hydrogen
bond of HPTS with nearby H2O molecules. The decaying be-
haviour at long pulse delays with 90�30 and 200�50 ps time
components are caused by the proton transfer to the solvent
and rotational diffusion. A small remaining signal at even
longer pulse delays might be due to the O�H stretching oscil-
lators of water molecules hydrogen bonded to the HPTS conju-
gated photobase species.

In contrast, we do not observe any changes in frequency po-
sition of the vibrational patterns in the fingerprint region for
MPTS and HPTS in the electronic excited state in all solvents
investigated from 150 fs (our time resolution) up to 20 ps
(Figure 12). Only at longer time scales the band intensities of
MPTS and HPTS are affected by rotational diffusion. In addition,
the case of HPTS proton (deuteron) transfer takes place in H2O
(D2O) with a 90 (250) ps time constant. These observations
teach us that MPTS and HPTS do not change their electronic
state in the time range from 150 fs–20 ps, and accordingly the
changes observed in the O�H stretching region must be due
to solvation dynamics. However, the vibrational band patterns
in [D6]DMSO are clearly distinct from those observed
in D2O, with the cases of MeOD somewhat intermedi-
ate between these two.

From the steady-state IR spectral analysis of MPTS
and HPTS in the electronic ground state we derive
that the fingerprint vibrations of MPTS in the fre-
quency range of 1250–1750 cm�1 are not affected by
the hydrogen-donating and accepting capability of
the solvents used. Rephrasing this statement: MPTS
hydrogen bonds can only be formed with its sulfo-
nate groups, whose vibrational bands can be found
in the range of 850–1250 cm�1. In contrast, HPTS hy-
drogen bonds can be formed with its sulfonate and
its hydroxyl functionality. Here, spectral changes in
the full fingerprint region may be caused by altered
hydrogen-bonding interactions.

The excited-state vibrational patterns are both for
MPTS and HPTS dependent on the solvent used.
Since we can use the same argument for MPTS in the
electronic excited state that hydrogen bonds do not
affect the vibrational transitions in the higher fre-
quency part of the fingerprint region, we can con-
clude that the different transient IR spectra observed
in the solvents [D6]DMSO, MeOD and D2O are the consequence
of different charge distributions in the excited state of MPTS.
The femtosecond mid-infrared transient spectra thus reveal the
occurrence of a solvent-dependent electronic state change
when going from [D6]DMSO, via MeOD to D2O. By similarity we
conclude that the same argument applies for HPTS, although
here hydrogen bonding with the hydroxyl group will have an
influence on frequency shifts of the observed IR-active vibra-
tions as well.

Summarizing this section, we conclude that both the O�H
stretching region of HPTS and the fingerprint regions of HPTS

and MPTS reveal the occurrence of a solvent-affected electron-
ic excited-state structure of HPTS and MPTS.

3.2. Excitation with Vibrational Excess Energies

An additional question that may be tackled in the photody-
namics of HPTS is whether the absorption band between 320–
430 nm is due to one electronic transition, or as suggested by
the three state models it is the result of two electronic transi-
tions with absorption cross-sections of similar magnitudes.
When exciting at 350 nm, an excess energy of 3650 cm�1 is
put into the HPTS photoacid relative to the electronic origin
transition of the (LE–1Lb, or 1pp*) state around 405 nm. In the
case that the same electronic state is reached with excitation
at 350 nm this excess energy is initially located in the totally
symmetric Raman-active modes that show strong Franck–
Condon activity upon electronic excitation. On the other hand,
if the second (CT-1La, or 1ps*) state is reached the vibrational
excess energy in Raman-active modes may initially be less or
more, depending on the exact location of the the origin transi-
tion of the (CT-1La, or 1ps*) state.

As indicated in Figure 13 we observe IR-active vibrations
that appear red-shifted because of anharmonic coupling with

these initially highly populated Raman-active modes.[55–57] Sub-
sequently the excess energy in the Raman-active modes is re-
distributed over all vibrational modes by internal vibrational
energy redistribution (IVR), expected to occur on sub-picosec-
ond time scales for molecules as large as HPTS, establishing
eventually a Boltzmann population distribution of the vibra-
tional modes. This still holds when a level crossing occurs on a
time scale shorter than 100 fs.[56] Additionally the molecules
show vibrational cooling due to coupling to the nearby solvent
molecules, that typically occurs on a time scale of 5–20 ps.[56, 57]

The IR-active bands then blue-shift to the frequency position

Figure 13. Comparison of the transient IR absorbance changes after excitation at 350 nm
(a,c) and at 400 nm (b,d) of HPTS dissolved in the solvents [D6]DMSO (a,b) and D2O (c,d).
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that corresponds to the S1 state without vibrational excess
energy, as recorded for an excitation wavelength of 400 nm.
Based on the limited excess energy and the fact that the inves-
tigated IR-active bands only show an initial red-shift, followed
by a blue-shift without substantial changes in transient absorb-
ance line shapes we are convinced that these IR-active bands
in the 1500 cm�1 range remain in the v = 0 state of the same
electronic level throughout all pulse delays for excitation at
350 nm. This important observation does not support the non-
adiabatic three-level LE-CT model for HPTS. According to the
level structure of this model, excitation at 350 nm would pre-
dominantly promote the HPTS molecule to the Franck–Condon
region of the S2 (CT-1La) state. The molecule will remain in this
state, when solvent relaxation is faster than internal conversion
to the S1 (LE-1Lb) state, and solvent relaxation leads to a stabili-
zation of the S2 (CT-1La) state below the S1 (LE-1Lb) state. Other-
wise, the molecule would first display internal conversion to its
S1 (LE-1Lb) state, and subsequently has to convert back to the
solvent-stabilized S2 (CT-1La) state. As stated above, we do not
observe any of these transitions between electronic states in
times exceeding 150 fs. The model can only hold if the dynam-
ics of level crossings and solvent relaxation occur in a few tens
of femtoseconds, unobservable with our current time resolu-
tion.

These findings thus strongly point to the case of an absorp-
tion band between 320–430 nm due to an electronic transition
to a single electronic state. It is worth mentioning that in an in-
vestigation of the solvatochromic properties of HPTS only one
electronic state was used.[46] Moreover, in a combined experi-
mental and theoretical study of MPTS also one electronic state
was regarded.[58] Finally, excess energy that is released after an
electronic level crossing appears to be of minor magnitude,
since for both H2O and DMSO solvents excitation of HPTS at
400 nm does not lead to major signatures in the transient
spectra indicating spectral shifting due to IVR and subsequent
cooling phenomena. This hints at an energy difference of less
than 1000 cm�1 between the LE(1Lb) and CT(1La) states.

3.3. Solvent-Dependent Electronic States in Pyranine

We now discuss our findings in the context of the proposed
models for photoacidity. By comparison of the transient IR re-
sults of MPTS and HPTS we demonstrate the occurrence of
two distinct solvent dependent electronic state configurations.
The choice of solvent determines which electronic state config-
uration dominates. Since the photobase form of HPTS appears
with a time constant of 90 ps (250 ps) in H2O (D2O), the exis-
tence of two excited electronic states are related to the photo-
acid form of HPTS. These two distinct states are reached within
our time resolution of 150 fs in the three solvents we have
used in our study. Using our time-resolved IR spectra only we
cannot determine whether the electronic excited states that
we observe from 150 fs onwards are identical to the states ini-
tially reached by the absorption of a photon, or if a level cross-
ing occurs in, for example, water within 150 fs.

In any case, from the observation of at least two distinct ex-
cited electronic states of the photoacid form of HPTS we can

exclude the simple (solvent-independent) two-state model that
has historically been proposed first. We can also exclude the
assignment of the two electronic excited states for MPTS and
HPTS as observed in the three solvents [D6]DMSO, MeOD and
D2O to the levels proposed to play a role in the ESHT model.
In this model a level crossing occurs between the optically ex-
cited 1pp* to a 1ps* state where both an electron and a
proton have been transferred to the solvent. Since we observe
similar phenomena in MPTS and in HPTS, whereas clearly MPTS
is not able to exhibit a net hydrogen transfer to the solvent, a
1ps* state is not considered to play a role in the solvent-de-
pendent electronic state change. We note however, that this
conclusion does not exclude the involvement of a 1ps* state in
the final step, where the photoacid converts to the photobase
while donating a proton (deuteron) to the solvent. This pro-
cess occurs clearly with much longer time constants of 90 ps
(250 ps) in H2O (D2O), and is not considered to play a role in
the phenomena on (sub)picosecond time scales discussed
here.

Based on these findings we cannot support but also not ex-
clude a nonadiabatic electronic state change in MPTS and in
HPTS photoacid, from LE(1Lb) to CT(1La) as proposed by Tran-
Thi et al.[40, 41] This change may indeed occur in water, but not
on a time scale of 2 ps. The dynamics of the electronic excited
states on the 2 ps time scale as found with UV-pump/Vis-
probe spectroscopy are unlikely due to electronic state level
crossing, but supposedly caused by solvation dynamics of the
solvent. Although Tran-Thi et al. ascribed only a 300 fs time
component to solvent reorganization, we argue that solvation
dynamics of water, typically taking place on a multitude of
time scales extending from a few tens of femtoseconds to sev-
eral tens of picoseconds[59–63] is responsible for the reported
2 ps component as well. We remark here that the effects of
solvation dynamics on the optical transitions of HPTS are not
straightforward. We have undertaken a detailed analysis, to be
published elsewhere, of the time dependence of the oscillator
strength of the excited state of HPTS in terms of time-depend-
ent overlap between the transient absorption and stimulated
emission bands, that is controlled by solvent relaxation. This
results in a gradual increase in the overlap of excited state ab-
sorption and stimulated emission bands and in a gradual de-
crease of apparent (integrated) absorption band, akin to the
situation found in structurally related 8-hydroxpyrene-1,3,6-tris-
dimethylsulfonamide (HPTA).[64]

In contrast, we argue that if an electronic level change takes
place in H2O/D2O, it should occur faster than with our time res-
olution, whereas this state inversion does not take place in
[D6]DMSO. It could be that in the case of MeOD we are in an
intermediate regime, with significant probabilities to find MPTS
and HPTS in either of these two electronic states. In case the
three-state LE-CT model, with the LE(1Lb)!CT(1La), holds we
thus probe the vibrational band pattern of MPTS and HPTS in
the LE(1Lb) state in [D6]DMSO for pulse delays in the range be-
tween 0.15 ps–1 ns whereas the photoacid CT(1La) state is de-
tected in H2O/D2O, slowly changing into the conjugate photo-
base, in the same time range. One consequence of an ultrafast
state change in HPTS and MPTS on a time scale much shorter
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than 150 fs, however, is that the interstate couplings are ex-
pected to be considerable, on the order of several hundreds of
wavenumbers. We thus feel that an electronic state description
in terms of pure LE(1Lb) and CT(1La) configurations is less appro-
priate. In the next section we propose that the strongly mixed
1Lb–1La model as suggested by Knochenmuss et al.[9, 38] is a
better description for HPTS and MPTS.

3.4. Strongly Mixed 1Lb–1La Model

Originally proposed[9, 38] to explain the spectra of 1-naphthol in
small ammonia clusters where excited-state proton transfer
from 1-naphthol was observed, this model describes the S1

and S2 states of 1-naphthol in ammonia as being made of 1Lb

and 1La states that are strongly mixed with each other. This
means that the original orthogonallity of the two L states
found in the parent molecule naphthalene is lost by the com-
bined action of the O�H substituent at the alpha position of
the naphthalene ring and by strong-polar interactions with the
solvent. The two close lying singlet states then strongly inter-
act with each other and mix. The extent of level mixing gener-
ally depends on the relative oscillator strength of the two tran-
sitions, the energy gap between the unmixed levels and the
magnitude of the matrix element that mixes them. In this
model the initial photoexcited state (the LE state) evolves adia-
batically on the S1 surface without level crossing. This evolu-
tion is mainly of intramolecular vibrational redistribution char-
acter.

A similar situation may prevail in HPTS and MPTS because
of, apart from the presence of the O�H group, the combined
action of the three sulfonate groups that are located at the
1,3- and 6-positions of the pyrene moiety and their interac-
tions with polar solvents. Turning to HPTS and MPTS in so-
lution, one thus needs to include this additional ingredient in
the modeling, namely the extent of the 1Lb–1La mixing caused
by the solvent. The stronger the polar interactions with the sol-
vent are, the more efficient is the 1Lb–1La mixing. Tran-Thi et al.
have calculated that the oscillator strength of the 1La transition
of HPTS-like molecule in the gas phase is about eight times
larger than the corresponding oscillator strength of the 1Lb

transition.[41] Thus, mixing the 1Lb and 1La states of HPTS should
result in a S0–S1 transition of HPTS having increasingly more 1La

character as the mixing between the states becomes larger.
Within the framework of this model, the locally excited S1 state
of HPTS will become more 1La-like as the polar interactions of
HPTS with the solvent increase. This means considerable
changes in the structure of the absorption spectra of HPTS as
a function of the solvent. The LE state of HPTS is likely to
evolve further towards having 1La character as the solvent re-
laxes around the excited-state configuration of the photoacid.
This evolution is likely to be ultrafast, dominated by the inertial
part of solvent relaxation that usually makes up the major frac-
tion of the relaxation. Furthermore, we note that the transient
response of the O�H group may also be involved in this adia-
batic change in the electronic state configuration. Dynamics of
hydrogen bond interactions induced by electronic excitation
have been shown to occur on sub-100 fs time scales with vi-

brational spectroscopy of hydrogen-bonded complexes of cou-
marin 102[54, 65–67] and with electronic spectroscopy of 8-hydrox-
pyrene-1,3,6-trisdimethylsulfonamide (HPTA),[64] and are below
the time resolution of our current experiment.

The electronic structure of HPTS and MPTS is likely to be
even more complex, with the two lower excited singlet states
mixing not only with each other, but also with higher electron-
ic levels including CT levels. In particular, HPTS is an example
for a photoacid where charge transfer is considerably stabilized
by intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction in a “push–
pull” fashion: The sulfonate groups act on the “pull” side and
this action is stabilized by proton-donating solvents, while at
the O�H side hydrogen-bonding interactions with proton-ac-
cepting solvents help to “push” negative charge away from
the hydrogen atom toward the pyrene ring. Amphoteric polar
solvents such as water and methanol are thus expected to en-
hance the CT character of the S1 state of HPTS not only by
nonspecific polar interactions but also by the combined action
of their hydrogen-bonding interactions with the photoacid.

In Figure 14 we have attempted to analyze the absorption
spectra of HPTS by the sum of two Pekarian functions[68–70] that
were found to be the minimum number needed to simulate

the absorption spectra. A similar procedure was previously
used to model the 1Lb and 1La transitions of 1- and 2-naph-
thols.[39] Interestingly, in aprotic DMSO (Figure 14 b) the low-
energy Pekarian already resembles more a transition to a 1La

than to a 1Lb state as judged by the appearance of the vibronic
features (spacing of about 1220 cm�1 and width at half maxi-

Figure 14. Fit of the absorption spectra of HPTS in DMSO by one (a) and two
(b) Pekarian functions, and in methanol (c) and in water (d) by two Pekarian
functions. Experimental spectra are shown by solid lines. Calculated (best fit)
Pekarian functions are indicated by full dots. The two components are depicted
as dotted lines.
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mum of the first vibronic feature of about 700 cm�1) in the ab-
sorption spectra.[71] The high-energy Pekarian appears feature-
less and consists of a much larger area than the low-frequency
one. In H2O the two Pekarians cover roughly the same area
and seems to have changed toward a more common struc-
ture: The low-energy Pekarian becomes less structured while
the high-energy Pekarian becomes more structured. Methanol
(Figure 14 c) seems to be a case in between the DMSO and
H2O extremes. The spectral analysis points to a solvent-de-
pendent change in the shape of the absorption spectra of
HPTS, as opposed to a simple overlap of two transitions with
only their relative contributions to the overall absorption spec-
tra being affected by the solvent. We conclude that the ab-
sorption spectrum of HPTS depends on the solvent in a com-
plex way, confirming our main observations achieved with
transient IR spectroscopy. Such complex solvent dependent
level structure including vibronic changes is consistent with a
level mixing scheme when one of the levels has CT proper-
ties.[72]

Summing-up, according to the 1Lb–1La mixing model, excita-
tion of HPTS and MPTS in polar solvents occurs to an LE state
being already of mixed 1Lb–1La character. The extent of mixing
also depends on the strength of the polar interactions with
the solvent. One thus expects changes in both the absorption
and fluorescence spectra of HPTS due to specific (mainly hy-
drogen bonding) and unspecific polar interactions with the sol-
vent. Transient changes in the spectra are then expected to be
caused by solvent relaxation around the LE state, but these
transient changes are likely to be on the time scale of the iner-
tial response of the solvent and do not involve level crossing.
In water and methanol solvents this means transients on the
sub-100 fs time scale, which can not be resolved with our ex-
perimental time resolution. The optical properties of the S1

state, as judged by the structure and location of the electronic
spectra of the S1 state, are expected to change considerably
and rather continuously as a function of solvent polarity. This
seems a fair description of the optical spectra of HPTS that
have been gathered to date in various solvents, including the
optical spectra of HPTS that we have analyzed herein.

4. Conclusions

We have used femtosecond mid-infrared spectroscopy to
follow the dynamics of IR-active vibrational band patterns of
the photoacid pyranine (HPTS) in liquid solutions. We have in-
vestigated the methoxy derivative of pyranine (MPTS) for com-
parison. Our results demonstrate that this method unequivo-
cally shows that in the aprotic solvent dimethylsulfoxide an
electronic state is reached, supposed to be of local excitation
(LE) character according to theoretical considerations, without
further dynamical changes of the fingerprint vibrations. The
transient O�H stretching band indicates that HPTS forms a
weak hydrogen bond with dimethylsulfoxide in the electronic
excited state, that rearranges on (sub)picosecond time scales.
In contrast, in the protic solvent water a different structure is
reached after initial excitation of the LE state on a time scale
faster than 150 fs, that likely has charge transfer (CT) character.

We allocate a transient response between 2400–2850 cm�1 to
be due to the O�H stretching oscillator of HPTS in H2O, form-
ing a medium-strong hydrogen bond with water. We assign
the decay of this signal at (sub)picosecond time scales to be
due to solvent rearrangement. We expect that more insight
into the structure of the excited states of HPTS and MPTS can
be obtained when the observed vibrational band patterns are
connected to quantum-chemical calculations of these states.
These may shed light on the exact nature of the large solvent
effect on the structure of the first electronic excited state of
HPTS including the question whether solvent-induced level
switching or solvent induced level mixing are the acting mech-
anisms responsible for the solvent effect.
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